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Stonehaven Family Dental of Salt Lake City Boasts New Online Features for
Ease of Use

With new online features available for both first time and returning patients, scheduling an
appointment with the family-friendly practice is easier than ever. Users can fill out new patient
forms and schedule an appointment from the comfort of their own home.

Salt Lake City, Utah (PRWEB) October 09, 2013 -- In the wake of the increasing presence of the business
world online, Stonehaven has adapted a new online protocol to make appointment scheduling easier than ever
for both new and returning patients. These online features not only help Stonehaven stand out from other
dentists in Utah, but also give patients a little more control over own procedures. No longer do root canals in
Utah have to be negotiated and argued over just to be scheduled. Stonehaven, one of the most prominent names
in the industry of family dental in Salt Lake City, has adopted online features that allow patients to have more
of a say over their schedule. These features also give patients the ability to fill out new patient forms and other
important information. Whether patients are in need of major oral surgery or just want to have a meet and greet
with one of Stonehaven’s six professional dentists, these online features are the ideal solution.

The team at Stonehaven knows that there’s nothing worse than a website interface that is not user friendly,
which is why they’ve expertly crafted their website to be a more user friendly than those of the other dentists in
Utah. This website makes searching for family dental in Salt Lake City easier than ever, with dozens of tools
that allow patients both new and returning to fill out key forms and schedule their own appointments according
to what fits their schedule best. This is a significant update to many of Stonehaven’s on-the-go clients that
require every appointment squared away in advance. Now, Stonehaven’s patients are able to schedule their own
root canals in Utah or fill out those all-important new patient forms before they get any dental work done.
These mutually beneficial capabilities make a world of difference, and sets Stonehaven apart from the other
practices in the area. Stonehaven has long topped the charts of local practices due to their hygienic, friendly,
and competent staff. The team is adapting to their clientele’s busy lifestyles by increasing their efficiency and
willingness to adapt to their patients’ schedules. With the new bevy of online features, Stonehaven can now
cater to even the busiest lifestyle.

Stonehaven has been a leader in dentistry for years—but professional root canals in Utah aren’t the only thing
this provider of cleaning, xrays, and oral surgery can do with mastery. Stonehaven’s patients are now able to
book their own appointments at the practice from the comfort of their own home; not many other patients or
dentists in Utah are able to say that! Stonehaven’s user-friendly website—equipped with dozens of useful tools
to make appointment booking even easier—has appealed to thousands of patients already, making any
procedure at Stonehaven a very pleasant experience. For more information on the practice, for a complete list of
procedures, or to fill out new patient forms, visit them online at www.stonehavendental.com
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Contact Information
Curtis Marshall
Stonehaven Dental
http://stonehavendental.com/
801-701-9799

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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